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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR USING DYNAMIC WORKLOAD

CHARACTERISTICS TO CONTROL CPU FREQUENCY AND VOLTAGE

SCALING

[0001] The invention relates to power management. More particularly, some

embodiments of the invention relate to a method and apparatus for using dynamic

workload characteristics to control CPU frequency and voltage scaling.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED ART

[0002] A central processing unit (CPU) may consume a significant amount of

power during operation. Some conventional systems provide for operation of CPUs in one

or more selectable performance states. For example, a CPU may be selectively controlled

to operate at a first frequency and a first voltage (i.e., a first performance state) or at a

higher frequency and higher voltage (i.e., a second performance state). The CPU may

therefore consume less power in the first performance state than in the second

performance state.

[0003] Determination of a CPU performance state is typically based only on a

percentage utilization of the CPU. The CPU may be controlled to operate in a low

performance state if the percentage utilization is below a threshold level, and in a higher

performance state if the percentage utilization is above a threshold level. Systems that

may provide more efficient operation are desirable.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] Various features of the invention will be apparent from the following

description of preferred embodiments as illustrated in the accompanying drawings, in

which like reference numerals generally refer to the same parts throughout the drawings.

The drawings are not necessarily to scale, the emphasis instead being placed upon

illustrating the principles of the invention.



[0005] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of an electronic device utilizing power

management in accordance with some embodiments of the present invention.

[0006] Fig. 2 is a block diagram of an electronic system in accordance with some

embodiments of the present invention.

[0007] Fig. 3 is a graph in accordance with some embodiments of the present

invention.

[0008] Fig. 4 is a block diagram of another electronic system in accordance with

some embodiments of the present invention.

[0009] Fig. 5 is a comparison graph of power versus time, in accordance with

some embodiments of the invention.

[0010] Fig. 6 is a comparison graph of execution times, in accordance with some

embodiments of the invention.

[0011] Fig. 7 is a graph of percentage memory bound versus time in accordance

with some embodiments of the present invention.

[0012] Fig. 8 is a comparison graph of power versus time, in accordance with

some embodiments of the invention.

[0013] Fig. 9 is a block diagram of another electronic system in accordance with

some embodiments of the present invention.

[0014] Fig. 10 is a flow diagram in accordance with some embodiments of the

invention.

[0015] Fig. 11 is another flow diagram in accordance with some embodiments of

the invention.

[0016] Fig. 12 is another flow diagram in accordance with some embodiments of

the invention.

DESCRIPTION

[001 7] In the following description, for purposes of explanation and not limitation,

specific details are set forth such as particular structures, architectures, interfaces,

techniques, etc. in order to provide a thorough understanding of the various aspects of the

invention. However, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art having the benefit of the

present disclosure that the various aspects of the invention may be practiced in other

examples that depart from these specific details. In certain instances, descriptions of well



known devices, circuits, and methods are omitted so as not to obscure the description of

the present invention with unnecessary detail.

[001 8] This application is related to U.S. Patent Application Number 11/169,975,

filed June 29, 2005, entitled "Processor Power Management," the entire contents of which

is hereby incorporated by reference.

[0019] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of device 10 according to some embodiments.

Device 10 includes performance state control 12 and processor 14. In some embodiments,

performance state control 12 determines a performance characteristic of processor 14 that

is associated with a workload executed by processor 14, and determines a processor

performance state for the workload based on the performance characteristic.

[0020] Performance state control 12 may comprise any combination of hardware

and/or software. According to some embodiments, performance state control 12

comprises operating system-level software executed by processor 14 to provide the

functions described herein. Performance state control 12 may determine the above-

mentioned performance characteristic by querying one or more operating system and

processor performance counters before, during and/or after processor 14 executes the

workload.

[0021] A performance characteristic may comprise any information that indicates

an efficiency of processor 14 with respect to a workload and that may be obtained from

hardware or software. Performance characteristics may include but are not limited to a

level two cache miss ratio, an input/output queue depth, a number of retired instructions,

input/output throughput and latency, and memory access rate. A workload as described

herein may comprise an operating system-level thread, a device driver, a task, an

application, a thread of a multi-threaded application, and/or any other executable process

for which performance characteristics may be determined.

[0022] Processor 14 may comprise any number of processing units. Processor 14

comprises a microprocessor integrated circuit (IC) in some embodiments. Processor 14

may support multiple controllable operational power and performance states. According

to some embodiments, processor 14 supports the Advanced Configuration and Power

Interface (ACPI) Specification Revision 2.0b (October, 2002), which defines a number of

power and performance states.

[0023] In some embodiments, performance state control 12 may be implemented



in a memory storing processor-executable program code. For example, the processor 14

may be in communication with the memory and operative in conjunction with the stored

program code to determine a processor performance characteristic associated with a

workload, determine a workload characteristic associated with the workload, and

determine a processor performance state for the workload based on the performance

characteristic and the workload characteristic. The processor may be further operative in

conjunction with the stored program code to execute the workload at the processor

performance state.

[0024] In some embodiments, to determine the workload characteristic the

processor may be further operative in conjunction with the stored program code to identify

an off-die phase in the workload. Non-limiting examples of off-die phases included a

memory access, a snooping activity, an inter-processor communication and a blocking

input / output operation.

[0025] In some embodiments, to determine the workload characteristic the

processor may be further operative in conjunction with the stored program code to

determine that the workload is memory bound in accordance with an amount of instruction

level parallelism for the workload. For example, the processor may be further operative in

conjunction with the stored program code to determine that the workload is memory

bound in accordance with an amount of instruction level parallelism and a number of

active input / output queue entries for the workload. For example, the workload may be

determined to be memory bound with less active queue entries for lower amounts of

instruction level parallelism.

[0026] In some embodiments, to determine the workload characteristic the

processor is further operative in conjunction with the stored program code to read a

performance counter and determine a number of stalled cycles based on the performance

counter. In some embodiments, the processor may further operative in conjunction with

the stored program code to determine a number of input / output queue events, determine a

number of retired instructions, and / or determine that the workload is memory bound in

accordance with the number of input / output queue events and the number of retired

instructions.

[0027] In some applications, P-states and C-states available in conventional

processors may provide an effective mechanism to reduce CPU power. For example, C-

states may allow progressively shutting down CPU clocks and logic when a processor is



idle P-states may provide different voltage/frequency levels to the operating system and

may be used to scale processor performance based on demand. Operating systems may

control frequency/voltage scaling by monitoring the utilization of a processor and

adjusting its performance level when demand changes. While these mechanisms may be

effective at reducing CPU power at low utilization, very little benefit may be provided

when the demand is high. In addition, a utilization based policy may not account for how

efficiently the hardware is executing a workload, which might result in wasted power

consumption and low performance efficiency for some workloads.

[0028] Advantageously, some embodiments of the present invention may provide

a method and / or apparatus for managing CPU power based on performance efficiency of

the micro-architecture. For example, when a CPU is stalled accessing memory, executing

a workload at higher frequencies or performance states provides little performance benefit

and leads to high power consumption and low performance efficiency. Some

embodiments of the invention may provide a method for identifying memory bound

phases of workload execution and a CPU power management policy that performs P-state

management based on processor performance efficiency.

[0029] With reference to Fig. 2, a system 20 may utilize an OS power

management policy which is augmented with performance monitors that monitor

workload execution and identify when workload is memory bound. The policy may

use workload characteristics provided by performance monitors in addition to

processor utilization to determine an efficient performance state (e.g. a most efficient

performance state) that reduces or minimizes processor power while maintaining

performance within a specified bound.

[0030] Some embodiments of the invention involve identifying off-die phases of a

workload. For example, a workload execution may be divided into two types of phases,

namely, on-die and off-die. In an on-die phase, a workload may be CPU bound, primarily

using on-die resources and its performance may be driven by the CPU clock. In an off-die

phase, a workload may have significant number of memory accesses (e.g. be memory

bound) or other off-die transactions such as snooping activity and the CPU may be stalled

due to lack of ILP (instruction level parallelism) in the workload. In off-die phases,

workload performance may be driven mostly by the off-die clock. In any given

application, a series of on-die and off-die phases may be observed. For example, a goal of

the performance monitor in Fig. 2 may be to accurately identify when each phase begins



and ends and to provide this information to the power management policy routine.

[0031] Some embodiments of the invention may use CPU performance events for

workload phase identification. Performance counter support may vary across different

processor architectures. As an example, some processors may provide performance events

that can be used to determine the number of stalled cycles and the functional unit that

caused the bottleneck. These events can be used to determine when and for how long the

processor is stalled waiting for off-die activity (e.g. memory accesses). In contrast, other

processor architecture may not support these events. In this case, it may not be possible to

directly determine the number of stalled cycles caused by memory accesses. However, in

accordance with some embodiments of the invention other performance events may be

used for identifying off-die phases.

[0032] For example, some embodiments of the invention may use instructions

retired (IR) and input / output queue (IOQ) events to identify when workload is in an

off-die or memory bound phase. In general, an IOQ counter may be an example of

architecture specific counter and an IR counter may be a more generally available counter.

IOQ events may be counted every cycle when a certain number of memory accesses

are outstanding. Using a memory bound workload as an example, by counting the

number of IOQ events, the degree to which the workload is memory bound may be

determined. Different workloads may become memory bound under different

memory access patterns. For example, workloads with limited ILP become memory

bound with one or two outstanding memory requests while workloads with greater

amount of ILP become memory bound only when three or more outstanding memory

requests are in the IOQ.

[0033] With reference to Fig. 3, an example graph of both the number of

active IOQ entries and the amount of ILP versus time shows that workloads with less

ILP may be considered memory bound with lower numbers of active IOQ entries.

For example, a phase of a workload with a moderate amount of ILP may be

considered memory bound with three active IOQ entries. Another phase of the

workload with relatively less ILP may be considered memory bound with two active

IOQ entries. Another phase of the workload with relatively more ILP may be

considered memory bound with four active IOQ entries.

[0034] For example, a speculative sampling algorithm may be used to

determine the level of IOQ residency that indicates when a particular phase of a



workload is memory bound. Starting with the number of outstanding memory

accesses set to one, the IOQ residency and instructions retired events may be

monitored for a dynamically adjustable sampling interval. IOQ residency, the size of

a sampling interval and instruction retired count may be passed to a policy manager

(e.g. as described below) to determine if a workload has a workload characteristic of

being memory bound. If the IOQ residency setting was selected correctly, it may

continue to be used as an indicator of workload memory behavior. If, on the other

hand, the policy manager determines that the IOQ residency setting was too low or

too high, it may be adjusted in the next sampling interval. As shown in Fig. 3, the

IOQ residency indicator may be regularly modified to adapt to changing workload

behavior and identify when each phase of a workload may be memory bound.

[0035] Some embodiments of the invention may utilize a performance driven

demand based switching (PD-DBS) power management policy (e.g. implemented in

software). For example, the PD-DBS policy manager may be responsible for selecting a

frequency level that meets workload performance requirements and reduces or minimizes

processor power consumption. Workload performance requirements may be expressed in

terms of performance degradation relative to the time it takes to execute a certain number

of instructions at a maximum operating frequency defined as T0 (P is the performance

state that corresponds to a maximum frequency/voltage setting). For a given workload

phase, performance loss at lower processor frequency f may be defined as a ratio of

execution time in P0 and P1 states respectively:

T.
PerfLoss=——

T O

[0036] The time it takes to execute a sequence of instructions in a workload phase

can be divided into cycles when the processor is retiring instructions and cycles when it is

stalled waiting for memory or other off-die activity. Note that the latter time is not a

function of processor frequency and thus is completely independent from it. The above

equation may be rewritten in the following way:
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[0038] This equation captures the relationship between workload performance

degradation and its off-die behavior. For example, as workload becomes more memory

bound, jf- ά" time starts to dominate τ °"~di° reducing performance loss of executing at a

lower frequency. On the other hand, if workload execution doesn't result in memory stalls

and —f - —1 showing that

performance loss scales perfectly with CPU frequency.

[0039] Given a certain level of performance loss the above equation can be re-

arranged to determine target frequency for a given workload phase that minimizes energy

consumption and maintains performance degradation with a specified performance bound:

[0040] As an example, suppose a phase of a workload is memory bound 90% of

the time and performance loss is set to be within a 3% level. Then the above equation

becomes:

J t a"rg"et 0.03(1 +9) +!

[0041] If f 0 is 3.6 GHz f ,arga comes out to be 2.77 GHz indicating that executing

this phase of a workload at this or higher frequency will maintain its performance within a

specified PerfLoss threshold.

[0042] PD-DBS power management policy uses this equation to determine

performance level that increases processor power efficiency and maintains acceptable

level of performance. Referring to the discussion in the previous section, PD-DBS uses

memory bound indicator to determine τ °"""c and τ f"" c . It then uses the above equation

to compute the lowest frequency provided by the processor that will keep workload

execution within a specified performance bound and initiates P-state transition to the



target frequency.

[0043] Note, that existing utilization based policy provides no mechanism for

determining the impact of power management policy on workload performance. PD-DBS

on the other hand, not only ensures the most power efficient execution but also provides

the ability for a system designer or end user to specify what maximum level of

performance degradation is willing to accept to get more power efficient operation.

[0044] Selecting an appropriate off-die or memory bound indicator is described

above for architectures that do not provide a direct way of identifying processor stalls that

are caused by memory accesses or other off-die activity. On these architectures, off-die

phase identification may be treated as an assumption and the validity of the assumption

may be verified by regularly monitoring the number of retired instructions. Instructions

retired, thereby enabling a determination of the actual performance degradation caused by

a P-state transition.

[0045] As an example, after selecting the target frequency as shown in the

equation above and transitioning a processor to a new P-state, the number of instructions

retired may be monitored and compared to workload performance in the highest P-state. If

a performance degradation observed is different from that computed by the equation

above, the CPU may be transitioned to the highest performance state and an off-die phase

indicator threshold may be updated (e.g. the memory bound indicator in Fig. 3). As was

described in the previous section, this iterative process may be continued until a threshold

setting is found that corresponds to workload off-die behavior (e.g. memory behavior).

[0046] Note further that instructions retired can be used as a very good indicator of

changes in workload phase behavior. Instructions retired index remains unchanged within

a given workload phase but fluctuates significantly as execution switches from one phase

to another. As such, some embodiments of the invention for monitoring instructions

retired and calibrating memory bound indicator work well not only within a workload

phase but more importantly can also be used for detecting phase changes. Given a

dynamic nature of workload execution characteristics the ability to detect and track phase

changes allows PD-DBS policy ,to adjust its off-die indicator and effectively monitor

workload behavior seamlessly across different phases during workload execution.

[0047] Some embodiments of the invention utilizing a performance driven demand

based switching may provide one or more of the following benefits: 1) significantly

improves performance efficiency and power savings for off-die bound workloads; 2)



power savings may be achieved both at high and low utilizations; 3) a performance

driven policy that may limit performance degradation of a workload to a specified

threshold.

[0048] Fig. 4 shows a general architecture of some embodiments of the

present invention. An OS power management policy may use processor utilization,

workload characteristics and performance metrics to select a more or most efficient

performance state (e.g. a P-state which may be expressed with voltage / frequency

level V/F). The policy may also use a closed feedback loop to measure off-die

activity and core performance to regularly refine the P-state decisions.

[0049] Fig. 5 shows an example processor power consumption on a system

running a server workload with (solid line) and without (dashed line) a power

management policy in accordance with some embodiments of the invention. As can

be seen from Fig. 5, the solid line indicates power savings over the baseline case.

[0050] Fig. 6 shows an example of how off-die activity can be used to

save power in accordance with some embodiments of the invention. The top diagram

represents a DBS policy where P-state residency is driven only by CPU utilization

(PO). The middle diagram represents DBS Off policy and the CPU is in low power/

performance state (P2). The bottom diagram represents a PD-DBS policy: on-die

phase: P O off-die phase: P2. The dashed lines show relative completion times of the

executed workload. Because off-die operations may not scale with processor

frequency, workloads executing in an off-die phase may be run in a lower

performance state without significantly impacting overall system performance. The

diagram also shows that simply setting processor performance to the lowest

performance state will impact system performance since on-die phases are executed

at lower frequency.

[0051] Figure 7 shows an example of workload memory behavior with clearly

defined phases of off-die execution. Figure 8 shows how, by using some

embodiments of the present invention, processor power may be saved during these

off-die phases with the solid line showing periods of lower power during off-die

phases.

[0052] FIG. 9 illustrates a block diagram of system 90 according to some

embodiments. System 90 includes microprocessor 9 1 which may comprise a Pentium®,

RISC-based, or other type of processor. Microprocessor 9 1 may communicate directly



with system memory 92, which may comprise any type of memory including but not

limited to Single Data Rate Random Access Memory and Double Data Rate Random

Access Memory. Program code may be executed by microprocessor 9 1 from memory 92

to perform the methods described herein. Microprocessor 9 1 may communicate with

chipset 93 and with other off-die functional units, such as memory 94, graphics controller

95 and Network Interface Controller (NIC) 96 via chipset 93.

[0053] The aforementioned program code may be read from a computer-readable

medium, such as a floppy disk, a CD-ROM, a DVD-ROM, a Zip™ disk, a magnetic tape,

or a signal encoding the process steps, and thereafter stored in memory 94 in a

compressed, uncompiled and/or encrypted format. In alternative embodiments, hard

wired circuitry may be used in place of, or in combination with, program code for

implementation of the processes described herein. Thus, embodiments are not limited to

any specific combination of hardware and software.

[0054] Although ACPI performance states have been used herein as an example,

embodiments may be associated with any type of selectable processor performance state.

Moreover, although specific components have been described as performing specific

functions, any of the functions described herein might be performed by a software

application, a hardware device, an OS, a driver, and/or a BIOS.

[0055] With reference to Fig. 10, some embodiments of the invention may involve

determining a processor performance characteristic associated with a workload (e.g. at

block 100), determining a workload characteristic associated with the workload (e.g. at

block 101), and determining a processor performance state for the workload based on the

performance characteristic and the workload characteristic (e.g. at block 102). For

example, determining the workload characteristic may include identifying an off-die phase

in the workload (e.g. at block 103). For example, the off-die phase may include one of a

memory access, a snooping activity, an inter-processor communication, and a blocking

input / output operation (e.g. at block 104).

[0056] With reference to Fig. 11, some embodiments of the invention may involve

determining a processor performance characteristic associated with a workload (e.g. at

block 110), determining a workload characteristic associated with the workload (e.g. at

block 111), and determining a processor performance state for the workload based on the

performance characteristic and the workload characteristic (e.g. at block 112). For

example, determining the workload characteristic may include determining that the



workload is memory bound in accordance with an amount of instruction level parallelism

for the workload (e.g. at block 113). For example, determining the workload characteristic

may include determining that the workload is memory bound in accordance with an

amount of instruction level parallelism and a number of active input / output queue entries

for the workload (e.g. at block 114). The workload may be determined to be memory

bound with less active queue entries for lower amounts of instruction level parallelism

(e.g. at block 115).

[0057] In some embodiments, determining the workload characteristic may include

reading a performance counter (e.g. at block 116) and determining a number of stalled

cycles based on the performance counter (e.g. at block 117). In some embodiments,

determining the workload characteristic may include determining a number of input /

output queue events (e.g. at block 118), determining a number of retired instructions (e.g.

at block 119), and / or determining that the workload is memory bound in accordance with

the number of input / output queue events and the number of retired instructions (e.g. at

block 120). Some embodiments may further involve instructing a processor to execute the

workload at the processor performance state (e.g. at block 121).

[0058] With reference to Fig. 12, some embodiments of the invention may involve

entering a PD-DBS power management policy, determining a number of retired

instructions and a number of input / output queue events for a workload (e.g. at block

122), determining if a performance characteristic is within a desired performance range

based at least in part on the number of retired instructions and the number of input / output

queue events (e.g. at block 123), if the performance characteristic is within the desired

performance range, determining an amount of time on die and an amount of time off die

for the workload (e.g. at block 124), determining if a phase shift occurred based on the

amount of time on die and the amount of time of die (e.g. at block 125), and if the phase

shift occurred, determining a new target frequency for a processor to execute the workload

(e.g. at block 126).

[0059] For example, determining a number of retired instructions and a number of

input / output queue events for a workload (e.g. at block 122) may include reading and

storing an IOQ counter and / or an instruction retired counter. For example, determining if

a performance characteristic is within a desired performance range based at least in part on

the number of retired instructions and the number of input / output queue events (e.g. at

block 123) may include comparing a current IR count to a previous IR count plus or minus



a threshold amount (which may be a percentage of maximum performance).

[0060] Some embodiments may further involve setting an operating frequency of

the processor to the new target frequency (e.g. at block 127). For example, the new target

frequency may be determined in accordance with a desired amount of acceptable

performance degradation. Some embodiments may further involve, if the performance

characteristic is not within the desired performance range, setting an operating frequency

for the processor to execute the workload back to a previous frequency (e.g. at block 128).

[0061] If no phase shift occurred at block 125, there may be no change in the

current frequency (e.g. at block 129). After each of blocks 127, 128 and 129, the routine

may exit the power management policy.

[0062] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the flow diagrams of Figs. 10-

12 may be implemented in any of a number of arrangements of hardware, software, and /

or firmware. For example, the flow diagram may be completely implemented by special

purpose hardware circuits. Alternatively, the flow diagram may be completely

implemented by software running on a general purpose processor. Alternatively, the flow

diagram may be selectively partitioned between special purpose hardware and software

running on a general purpose processor.

[0063] The foregoing and other aspects of the invention are achieved individually

and in combination. The invention should not be construed as requiring two or more of

such aspects unless expressly required by a particular claim. Moreover, while the

invention has been described in connection with what is presently considered to be the

preferred examples, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to the disclosed

examples, but on the contrary, is intended to cover various modifications and equivalent

arrangements included within the spirit and the scope of the invention.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:

determining a processor performance characteristic associated with a

workload;

determining a workload characteristic associated with the workload; and

determining a processor performance state for the workload based on the

performance characteristic and the workload characteristic.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the workload characteristic

comprises:

identifying an off-die phase in the workload.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the workload characteristic

comprises:

determining that the workload is memory bound in accordance with an

amount of instruction level parallelism for the workload.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the workload characteristic

comprises:

determining that the workload is memory bound in accordance with an

amount of instruction level parallelism and a number of active input / output queue entries

for the workload.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the workload characteristic

comprises:

reading a performance counter; and



determining a number of stalled cycles based on the performance counter.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the workload characteristic

comprises:

determining a number of input / output queue events.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein determining the workload characteristic

further comprises:

determining a number of retired instructions.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein determining the workload characteristic

further comprises:

determining that the workload is memory bound in accordance with the

number of input / output queue events and the number of retired instructions.

9. An apparatus comprising:

a memory storing processor-executable program code; and

a processor in communication with the memory and operative in

conjunction with the stored program code to:

determine a processor performance characteristic associated with a

workload;

determine a workload characteristic associated with the workload;

and

determine a processor performance state for the workload based on

the performance characteristic and the workload characteristic.

10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein to determine the workload characteristic

the processor is further operative in conjunction with the stored program code to:



identify an off-die phase in the workload.

11. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein to determine the workload characteristic

the processor is further operative in conjunction with the stored program code to:

determine that the workload is memory bound in accordance with an

amount of instruction level parallelism for the workload.

12. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein to determine the workload characteristic

the processor is further operative in conjunction with the stored program code to:

determine that the workload is memory bound in accordance with an

amount of instruction level parallelism and a number of active input / output queue entries

for the workload.

13. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein to determine the workload characteristic

the processor is further operative in conjunction with the stored program code to:

read a performance counter; and

determine a number of stalled cycles based on the performance counter.

14. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein to determine the workload characteristic

the processor is further operative in conjunction with the stored program code to:

determine a number of input / output queue events.

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein to determine the workload

characteristic the processor is further operative in conjunction with the stored program

code to:

determine a number of retired instructions.

16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein to determine the workload



characteristic the processor is further operative in conjunction with the stored program

code to:

determine that the workload is memory bound in accordance with the

number of input / output queue events and the number of retired instructions.

17. A method, comprising:

determining a number of retired instructions and a number of input /

output queue events for a workload;

determining if a performance characteristic is within a desired

performance range based at least in part on the number of retired instructions and the

number of input / output queue events;

if the performance characteristic is within the desired performance

range, determining an amount of time on die and an amount of time off die for the

workload;

determining if a phase shift occurred based on the amount of time

on die and the amount of time off die; and

if the phase shift occurred, determining a new target frequency for a

processor to execute the workload.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising:

setting an operating frequency of the processor to the new target frequency.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the new target frequency is determined in

accordance with a desired amount of acceptable performance degradation.

20. The method of claim 17, further comprising:

if the performance characteristic is not within the desired performance

range, setting an operating frequency for the processor to execute the workload back to a

previous frequency.
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